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 You can click on a button or right-click to trigger a right-click or left-click action. It supports Mac OS X Leopard and Mac OS
X Snow Leopard. It supports Multi-language. Tux Paint - Tux Paint is a simple drawing program for children. It features a

palette, lots of brushes, gradients, and a variety of other features that make it an ideal drawing program for kids. OpenOffice -
OpenOffice.org is the free software office suite from The Document Foundation. It is based on the OpenOffice.org XML

format, as well as being a free implementation of Microsoft Office. OpenOffice.org 3 was released on 9 February 2011. iPaint -
iPaint is a graphics editor for Mac OS X that offers nearly the same features as Photoshop, and offers the same price. It is

available for both Mac OS X and Windows. Cockpit - Cockpit is a text editor for people who want to use their text editor to
write documentation. It is a web-based editor, meaning that the text is stored in a central server and is accessed by your browser.

It is web-based because it is intended to be run from any computer, anywhere. It provides real-time collaboration, allowing
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multiple people to edit a single file. It is a beta project and development is actively ongoing. Rainmeter - Rainmeter is a free,
open-source Mac application that lets users customize their system using widgets, enabling the user to create, view, and edit

metadata for a wide range of things. It has a simple design and easy to use features, making it a great alternative to third party
commercial applications such as iStat Menus. Rainmeter is developed by Raindrop Technology Inc. and released under the

terms of the GNU General Public License. Text Wrangler - Text Wrangler is a freeware text editor for OS X. It is a native text
editor for Mac OS X (currently version 1.0), but has been ported to Linux as well. It was developed by Jason Ting. It uses a

single window for editing both text and code. Vellum - Vellum is a free and open-source drawing app for Mac OS X developed
by Dev1 Studios and released under the GPL license. It is based on the Quartz graphics framework. Creative Cloud - Creative

Cloud is a collection of Adobe's creative apps for Mac OS X. It consists of Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Lightroom, Adobe
82157476af
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